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. Description of the course  

 for the student  awarenessaims to participate in creating national  courseThis 
 unstable anthe role of Jordan in  clarifydialogue environment, and -an activein 

achievements  Jordaniannational values  on focusThe course will also . region
various issues which  this course discusses Additionally,ifferent fields. din 
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.the goals and the learning outcomes 

AGoals:  
participate in creating national awareness for the student in This course aims to 

dialogue environment, and clarify the role of Jordan in an unstable -an active
region. The course will also focus on national values Jordanian achievements in 
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contribute to the national identity such as the Hashemite Kingdom in Jordan’s 
history, geopolitics and the basics of the Jordanian society, with a particular 

ents of the focus on the politics, economy, security and cultural movem
.country 
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The content of the course  
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.educational strategy and activates 

- :developed and reached through arehe outcomes of this course T 
-  earning through the videos and reports prepared for this coursel 

-  Class discussion  
-  Brain storming  

-  s resources’this courseon  Homework  
 



 .Evaluation  

1.  class participation-inThrough  
2.  and reports Homework 
3.  Midterm and final exam 

 
. General policies 

Absence Policy:  

Rules of Jordan University applies: Expulsion after three absences 

  

 Grading -ه

Presence and participation  :15% 

midterm  :30 % 

ELearning homework    :15  % 

Final exam   :40  % 

 

Sources  

 

The main sources to be applied are on the e-learning website, which are uploaded every week 

from different sources.  

The Modern History of Jordan – Kamal Salibi, 1993 

Jordanian Political System – Amin Mashaqbeh, 2019 

 

 


